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IntroductionIntroduction
SystemSystem--onon--chip (chip (SoCSoC) application necessitates) application necessitates
analog design automationanalog design automation
Layout Layout parasiticsparasitics can be significantly sensitive to can be significantly sensitive to 
analog circuit performancesanalog circuit performances
Rough estimation during the optimization phaseRough estimation during the optimization phase
Analog circuits have become a design bottleneck Analog circuits have become a design bottleneck 
for the growing mixedfor the growing mixed--signal signal SoCSoC marketmarket
Special analog automated design tools are needed Special analog automated design tools are needed 
for analog integrated circuitsfor analog integrated circuits



Review of Prior WorkReview of Prior Work

Analog layout optimization tools have been Analog layout optimization tools have been 
developed with limited design aspectsdeveloped with limited design aspects
A fully integrated constraintA fully integrated constraint--driven analog driven analog 
layout system (PARCAR)layout system (PARCAR)
MacroMacro--cell based layout automation systems cell based layout automation systems 
(including KOAN/ANAGRAM(including KOAN/ANAGRAM--II, LAYLA, II, LAYLA, 
and ALADIN)and ALADIN)
IPRAIL IPRAIL –– Intel lecture Property Reuse Based Intel lecture Property Reuse Based 
Layout AutomationLayout Automation
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Problem Formulation & ModelingProblem Formulation & Modeling

Interconnect Parasitic ModelInterconnect Parasitic Model
Parasitic resistance and capacitance for a Parasitic resistance and capacitance for a 
tile on a layer can be mathematically tile on a layer can be mathematically 
represented with its represented with its lengthlength and and widthwidth::

R = R = ρρshsh ×× ( length / width )( length / width )
CCsubsub=c=caa××(length(length××width)+cwidth)+cswsw××(2(2××length)             length)             
CCcoupcoup = c= ccc ×× ( length / distance )( length / distance )



Interconnect ModelingInterconnect Modeling

ResistanceResistance--capacitance (RC) capacitance (RC) ππ--model is model is 
used to represent resistance and capacitance used to represent resistance and capacitance 
of a netof a net

R = R = ρρshsh ×× ((xxrr -- xxll)/ (y)/ (yrr -- yyll))
CCsubsub==ccaa××(x(xrr -- xxll))××(y(yrr -- yyll)+c)+cswsw××22××(x(xrr -- xxll)             )             
CCcoupcoup = c= ccc ×× ((xxrr -- xxll) / distance) / distance



Performance and Matching ConstraintsPerformance and Matching Constraints

To ensure the desired circuit performance, the To ensure the desired circuit performance, the 
performance deviation must be restricted within a performance deviation must be restricted within a 
maximum allowed tolerancemaximum allowed tolerance

Matching parasitic constraints are indispensable Matching parasitic constraints are indispensable 
for the parasiticfor the parasitic--aware optimization problemaware optimization problem



Sensitivity ComputationSensitivity Computation

Performance sensitivity is utilized to quantify the Performance sensitivity is utilized to quantify the 
dependence of circuit performance with respect to dependence of circuit performance with respect to 
parasiticsparasitics

The segmental sensitivity of The segmental sensitivity of WWii with respect to with respect to ppjj is is 
modeled using finitemodeled using finite--difference approximationdifference approximation as as 

jiij pWS ∂∂= / 

)/()]()([ 2121 pppWpWS ijijij −−=



Central-Difference Sensitivity Central-Difference Sensitivity 

ΔΔ−−Δ+= 2/  )]()([ __ worstjijworstjijij pWpWS

Finite-difference approximation is not able to generally 
represent the expected sensitivity when p1 is far away 
from p2
To manage desired performance, we advance the 
calculation to central-difference by assuming 
p1=pj_worst+Δ and  p2 = pj_worst -Δ

Sensitivity computation is conducted across parasitic 
upper bounds 



Segmental SensitivitySegmental Sensitivity
For less sensitive For less sensitive parasiticsparasitics, the central, the central--difference difference 
approach can be used to generate plain upperapproach can be used to generate plain upper--bound bound 
sensitivities to approximately model the general sensitivities to approximately model the general 
impact of impact of parasiticsparasitics on performanceon performance
For sensitive nets, the sensitivities themselves are For sensitive nets, the sensitivities themselves are 
very large and may vary significantly along with very large and may vary significantly along with 
changing parasitic valueschanging parasitic values
A piecewise sensitivity model is proposed to A piecewise sensitivity model is proposed to 
accurately represent performance sensitivities for accurately represent performance sensitivities for 
sensitive sensitive parasiticsparasitics



Piecewise Sensitivity Model Piecewise Sensitivity Model 
Sensitivity analysis is conducted to identify the sensitive Sensitivity analysis is conducted to identify the sensitive 
parasiticsparasitics by running multiple simulationsby running multiple simulations
Optimization flexibility ranges of these Optimization flexibility ranges of these parasiticsparasitics are then are then 
divided into a number of small segmentsdivided into a number of small segments

Within each segment, the centralWithin each segment, the central--difference sensitivity difference sensitivity 
method is used to calculate its uppermethod is used to calculate its upper--bound sensitivitybound sensitivity
Piecewise sensitivity can be built up as a linear function Piecewise sensitivity can be built up as a linear function 
of binaryof binary--integer variables and segmental sensitivitiesinteger variables and segmental sensitivities
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The parasiticThe parasitic--aware analog layout retargeting aware analog layout retargeting 
and optimization can be formulated as a twoand optimization can be formulated as a two--
dimensional compaction problemdimensional compaction problem
By computing segmental sensitivities, the By computing segmental sensitivities, the 
binarybinary--integer piecewise sensitivities construct integer piecewise sensitivities construct 
a set of coefficientsa set of coefficients
Linear approximation is used for quick Linear approximation is used for quick 
performanceperformance--deviation evaluationdeviation evaluation

MINLP-Based Retargeting AlgorithmMINLP-Based Retargeting Algorithm



-- where where xxrrrr, , xxllll, , yyrrrr, and , and yyllll represent the boundaries represent the boundaries 
-- and         refer to piecewise sensitivities of all theand         refer to piecewise sensitivities of all the

required performancesrequired performances

Mixed Integer Non-linear ProgrammingMixed Integer Non-linear Programming
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Experimental ResultsExperimental Results

The proposed algorithm and design flow have been implemented The proposed algorithm and design flow have been implemented 
in C++ and integrated into an automated layout toolin C++ and integrated into an automated layout tool
Two analog circuits: a twoTwo analog circuits: a two--stage Millerstage Miller--compensated operational compensated operational 
amplifier (amplifier (opampopamp) and a single) and a single--ended folded ended folded cascodecascode opampopamp. . 
The retargeting of these The retargeting of these opampsopamps was from a 0.25was from a 0.25μμm CMOS m CMOS 
process to a 0.18process to a 0.18μμm CMOS process with updated performance m CMOS process with updated performance 
specifications.specifications.



Sensitivity ComputationSensitivity Computation

Sensitivity computation was conducted using the centralSensitivity computation was conducted using the central--difference difference 
scheme (Sscheme (S--CD) compared to the traditional technique advocated in CD) compared to the traditional technique advocated in 
PARCAR (called SPARCAR (called S--TT)TT)
The comparisons of some generated performance sensitivities and The comparisons of some generated performance sensitivities and 
simulated circuit performancesimulated circuit performance
To simplify the comparison, only the performance of AC gain is To simplify the comparison, only the performance of AC gain is 
considered and sensitivities of the critical considered and sensitivities of the critical parasiticsparasitics are reportedare reported



ParasiticParasitic--aware layout retargeting was performed aware layout retargeting was performed 
using three schemesusing three schemes
PMI: proposed performancePMI: proposed performance--constrained mixedconstrained mixed--integer methodinteger method
PB: parasiticPB: parasitic--bound based retargeting (called PB)bound based retargeting (called PB)
PS: a similar flow using single upperPS: a similar flow using single upper--bound sensitivities (nonbound sensitivities (non--

piecewise) and being solved by nonlinear programmingpiecewise) and being solved by nonlinear programming

Comparison of Three SchemesComparison of Three Schemes



Comparison of Extracted ParasiticsComparison of Extracted Parasitics



Performance ComparisonPerformance Comparison
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ConclusionsConclusions

A performanceA performance--constrained parasiticconstrained parasitic--aware automatic aware automatic 
layout retargeting algorithm was presentedlayout retargeting algorithm was presented
Different from the conventional sensitivity analysis, we Different from the conventional sensitivity analysis, we 
proposed a general piecewise centralproposed a general piecewise central--difference based difference based 
scheme by using any simulators for sensitivity scheme by using any simulators for sensitivity 
computationcomputation
Performance constraints due to Performance constraints due to parasiticsparasitics are included in are included in 
the formulated mixedthe formulated mixed--integer nonlinear problem rather integer nonlinear problem rather 
than through indirect parasiticthan through indirect parasitic--bound constraints bound constraints 
Experimental results show the proposed retargeting Experimental results show the proposed retargeting 
algorithm achieves less layout area and significant algorithm achieves less layout area and significant 
reduction of execution timereduction of execution time
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